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march off with your box of matches. It was therefore
less expensive to take a cigarette out and give it to them.
The Bedou seem to be on the whole quite lax Mahome-
dans; for they do not object to smoking. But eating pork
would be going too far; and for this reason they are a little
shy of accepting meat. If you offer them food, they like
you to eat some with them.
The Bedou are not above pilfering, and the pilot has to
keep a sharp look-out for odd things left lying about or
they will silently disappear beneath the capacious abbas
of the tribesmen. On the other hand, these Arabs are
the acme of hospitality, and will always press you to have
a meal with them. If the pilot is making a temporary
halt on the Mail, he is unlikely to be able to accept such
an invitation. The "meal" would possibly last for the
remainder of the day. It is no good when replete to
refuse further offers of food; for your host will merely
think what he has provided does not suit your taste, and
will order another and more delicious animal to be killed
and cooked. This all takes time; and though calculated
to cement the good relations between pilots of the Air
Mail and their Arab hosts, it is a luxury that has to be
foregone unless one can afford to make a special trip by
car to renew an old acquaintance. If the pilot does by
any chance stay the night in camp with a friendly sheikh,
he must not be surprised at a sheep on either side of him
for bedfellows. I am told that they are more effective in
winter than the downiest merino blanket.
In the event of the Bedou becoming troublesome in a
minor way while visiting a forced-landed aeroplane, the
thing for the pilot to do is to try and get hold of one of
their responsible men, a sheikh if possible. He will be
sure to know what the British "raj'* means, and will

